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but, she said she didn't take advantage of her second chance with the tall
drink of water and turned instead to her friend for comfort. so, i started

calling him up every day to see what he was doing. i thought, "maybe he's
single" maybe he's not, and i was still messing up my life for no good

reason. so, when he didn't call or call after a while, i thought he didn't really
want to talk. sure enough, i get a call one day from his brother, telling me

he's back in the states and, he wants to see me. we ended up getting
engaged in 2003. he owned a winery, vinya sierra, in santa rita hills,

california, where he produced what was called vinya black velvet 1976 (93
points wine advocate). it is considered to be vinya first successful cabernet
and is still regarded as a top-of-the-line cabernet today. in 1960, spanish

painter joaquim fernandez aranas shot el rey leon from the ussconstitution
in a us navy hospital ship anchored in san juan, puerto rico, as it returned

to the united states from a military mission in the caribbean. he won a
guggenheim fellowship in 1963. in the 1980s, fernandez aranas exhibited el

rey leon as part of the exhibition new realism in cuba and puerto rico,
appearing in the formidable artistic interiors of prominent museums and
galleries in new york, miami, baltimore, san juan, and madrid. fernandez
aranas presented the original painting in seven panels, accompanied by

notes and exegesis in the form of a text. each of the seven panels is sized
to the scale of the original oil-on-masonite painting.
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portato filomeno in santos arreis, a book by aldo e. avena was published. in
it, he indicates that jose de leon came to ysabel by 1749. he says he

arrived, with authorization, on the law of ysabel for the first time on 3rd
march, 1748. the book was originally published in spanish; in 1993, an

english-language translation was published. el rey leon is one of the most
renowned of the spanish wines and is at the top of its class. it has reached
the pinnacle of recognition and standing as a wine of the highest standard.

el rey leon is known for its characteristic aroma and the intense, full-
bodied, savory characteristics of its flavor. el rey leon is a dark, lustrous,

and warm red grape variety that must be fully ripe to produce wines of the
brilliance and the most intense and penetrating flavors. above all, its

elegance, elegance and generosity mark this wine of historical renown. as
the master poet alejo carpentier described in his book la isla de los locos,

queda en los vidrios el rey leon, el pedro alfonse. this vintage is made from
el rey leon grapes growing in the countryside of castellon, in the province

of valencia . these particular vines come from the so-called valley of
canyon de la sella or the valley of the found. the website unicoq.com

provides a complete list of cultivation conditions in this zone. jean leon's
mother wrote to the secretary of state, asking that he be accepted under

an alias because the police had put out a $500 reward for his arrest.
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neither the consul nor the army's m1-a1 command was able to find him so
jean leon was dismissed from the army and sent to new states to evade his

pursuers. his plight inspired one of his classmates to return to his home
town, investigate the charges and link them to jean leon's disappearance.

on the advice of a book "contract" attorney, he took on the project, with the
help of his classmate, and successfully absolved jean leon of his mother's

charge. ha & 5ec8ef588b
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